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Abstract 
There has long been a misconception among second-language (L2) users that past forms (V+ed) only appear in past contexts 
indicating events that occur in the past. However, when authentic texts are analysed, one encounters a considerable use of past 
forms (V+ed) in non-past contexts. This study seeks to examine the occurrence of past forms in non-past contexts (which may 
eventually give different contextual messages) and to postulate an invariant meaning for this past form. Ten journalistic articles 
from The Economist were analysed. Modals were categorized according to the immediacy function they were performing. The 
study shows that past form in English does not only indicate past events but also conveys other contextual messages when it 
appears in non-past contexts. It was also discovered that there is only one invariant meaning for the past form used in non-past 
contexts. 
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1. Introduction 
Second-language (L2) users often perceive past form of modals (V + ed) as indicative of past events. Such an 
assumption/understanding hinders creative use of language, on the one hand, and makes it hard for them to 
understand the messages conveyed, on the other.  
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It has often been said that modals help convey various messages. Bybee (1995) proposed the idea that modals are 
used “to express desire, obligation, necessity, intention or ability” (p.505). Hacquard & Wellwood (2012) claimed 
that the two epistemic modals may and must convey different degrees of certainty as in (1) and (2) below: 
 
(1) John may be the murderer. 
(2) John must be the murderer.  
 
It is presumed that may in Example 1 expresses a lower degree of certainty while must (in Example 2) conveys a 
higher degree of certainty.  
 
Ward, Birner & Kaplan (2004) provide a different explanation with respect to modal would :  
(3) 
A : Who’s that British woman over there? 
B1 : That would be J.K. Rowling. 
B2: That’s J.K. Rowling 
B3: That should be J.K. Rowling. 
B4: That must be J.K. Rowling. 
 
It was claimed that the level of confidence of the Speaker B1 is lower than in B2 (the indicative is is used). 
However, the confidence level in B2 is seen to be higher than in B3 and B4 with the use of modal should and must 
respectively.  
 
Bybee (1995) similarly supported idea that modal verbs do not show any sign of completion of the actions and in 
fact, these modal verbs were seen to have shared the same semantic property. According to Bybee (1995), the 
hypothetical and the present uses of Past Modals are similar in semantic content. 
 
Huffman (1989) as cited in Govindasamy (2002) proposed a model that combines all the modals together. It is 
called the ‘Probability System’ model. In this model, all modals are seen as related to one another in terms of their 
values and thus, forming a system. 
 
Table 1: Huffman’s Probability model (Huffman, 1989: 7 as cited in Govindasamy, 2002) 
 
Probability (of an event taking 
place) 
past non-past 
High probability      100% Did Do   /    did 
98% Would Will  
   Would 
75% Must Must 
 Should Shall 
   Should 
50% Might May 
  Might 
25% Could Can 
Low probability  Could 
1%   
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It can be seen that studies conducted earlier emphasize the different functions of modals. Very few studies were 
done with the purpose of discovering the core meaning of these modals. There is thus a need for a study to be 
conducted to explore the use of Modal, particularly the Past form Modals, identifying the invariant meaning of it. 
 
2. Methodology 
This study analyzes English modals, particularly the Past form of modals. The researchers selected 10 articles 
from The Economist for the analysis. The selection of texts was done based on the idea mooted by the Columbia 
Linguistic School, which gives importance on using authentic data for its language analysis. Authentic data is 
preferred as it will give the opportunity to discover how language works in natural settings (Huffman 2002). Table 1 
provides the details of the authentic materials selected for analysis: 
 
Table 2: Source of data 
 
Genre Language Type of articles Articles 
(n) 
Length of 
articles 
Period 
Journalistic 
articles 
English Expository Writing from 
The Economist 
10 500-1000 
words 
2000-2013 
 
3. Findings  
 
    The ten articles were analysed using a rigorous process of highlighting and screening the context of the use of 
modals. The tense and factual values are ascertained before a value is placed; this is subsequently tallied. The data is 
presented in Tables 3 and 5: 
 
Table 3: Distribution of Modals 
NO TITLE OF ARTICLES FACTUALITY (LOW FACTUALITY) IMMEDIACY 
LOW 
(Past) 
HIGH (Non-
Past) HIGH 
HYPOTHETICALITY  
(must, shall, will) 
LOW 
HYPOTHETICALITY  
(may, can) 
1 “Who should regulate 
kosher and halal food?” 
(The Economist, Feb. 9, 
2013) 
4 2 1 5 
2 “Homo Ludens” (The 
Economist, Dec. 8, 2011) 
7 7 0 14 
3 “The Second Handbag 
War” (The Economist, 
Jan. 1, 2011) 
10 5 8 7 
4 “Banyan: Season of 
Cheer?”  
(The Economist, Oct.29, 
2011) 
7 8 1 14 
5 “Lexington : The War 
Over Class War: 
(The Economist, June 2, 
2012) 
4 3 0 7 
6 “Global House Prices – 1 6 0 7 
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Home truths” (The 
Economist, Jan. 12,2013) 
7 “Go to Paris for one of 
this spring’s most 
enjoyable 
exhibitions”(The 
Economist, Apr. 8,2010) 
0 1 1 0 
8 “Mutton dressed as lamb” 
(The Economist, Dec. 8, 
2012) 
5 1 3 3 
9 “A Crisis in Tunisia: 
Murder most foul” (The 
Economist, Feb. 9, 2013) 
4 3 4 3 
10 “Japanese car makers in 
America” (The 
Economist, Sep. 12,  
2002)  
1 5 0 6 
 TOTAL 43 41 18 66 
 
 
Table 4: Overview of the distribution of Modals 
VERB FUNCTIONS TOTAL 
 
 
 
FACTUALITY 
HIGH 
Factuality 
  
LOW 
Factuality 
HIGH 
Hypotheticality 
43 
LOW 
Hypotheticality 
41 
 
 
IMMEDIACY 
HIGH 
Immediacy 
(Non-Past) 
18 
LOW  
Immediacy 
(Past) 
66 
 
 
Table 5: Distribution of Past form Modals 
ARTICLE PAST FORM 
MODALS 
CONTEXTS 
PAST NON-PAST 
1 4 1 3 
2 2 0 2 
3 7 7 0 
4 10 0 10 
5 2 0 2 
6 0 0 0 
7 1 1 0 
8 4 3 1 
9 4 1 3 
10 1 0 1 
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TOTAL 35 13 22 
 
 
Table 6: Overview of the distribution of Past form Modals 
PAST FORM MODALS 
(n = 35) 
CONTEXTS PAST 
 
13 
NON-PAST 
 
22 
 
 
Table 3 shows the distribution of modals whereas Table 5 displays the distribution of past form of modals. It can 
be seen from Table 5 that there is quite a considerable use of Past form modals in non-past contexts in these 10 
articles. These past form modals do not indicate past events but rather, it was found that when these past form 
modals appear in non-past contexts, they are conveying some other messages. Some people claimed that we use past 
form modals to portray some degree of politeness. This may be true but more functional explanation is warranted.  
 
Examples: 
 
(4) Video games will influence other parts of the entertainment industry.  
      (“Homo Ludens”, The Economist, Dec. 8, 2011) 
 
In Example (4), the non-past modal will indicates that the event (influencing) has not yet taken place but there is 
a strong possibility of the event to occur (98%, according to Huffman’s Probability Model – Refer to Table 1 ).  
 
(5) Three months ago, Mr Anault began what may become his longest, most spectacular  
      takeover battle yet.   
      (“The Second Handbag War”, The Economist, Jan. 1.2011) 
 
Here in this Example (5), we can see the selection of the modal may conveys the idea that there is about 50% of 
possibility for the event to occur.  
 
(6) Organised play offers a (fairly) safe outlet for competitive impulses that might otherwise  
      get out of hand.  (“Homo Ludens” , The Economist, Dec. 8, 2011) 
 
The previous two examples do not seem to give problem as both non-past modals will and may are used in 
present/non-past contexts. However, when one encounters a construction as in Example (6), one may wonder if the 
selection of modal might is appropriate as it seems that the whole idea is in non-past context. Many, especially the 
L2 users, always believe that past form modals must occur in past contexts alone and that they convey past 
messages. However, this is not true as past form modals are also used in non-past contexts. Similar to their 
counterparts, past form modals are used to convey some degrees of probability.  It was mentioned earlier that may 
denotes 50 % of possibility for an event to happen. Might when appears in non-past contexts, has a reduced 
possibility for the event to occur (45%). The occurrence of might in the present/non-past contexts can also be well-
illustrated in the example below (Example 7). 
 
(7) They may imagine that something like Northern Ireland’s Good Friday agreement might  
      one day be attainable in Kashmir.  
      (Banyan: Season of Cheer?, The Economist, October 29th 2011) 
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4. Discussion 
 
Many researches have dealt previously with modals. Some of these studies have highlighted the various functions of 
modals: to express necessity, possibility, obligation, certainty, politeness and willingness (Bybee, 1995; Ward, 
Birner & Kaplan, 2004; Salkie, 2010; Hacquard & Wellwood, 2012), while there are also studies claiming that 
modals can be interpreted in terms of Time (Condoravdi, 2002). However, based on the analysis done, it can be 
concluded that the Past form modals do not necessarily indicate past events. As demonstrated by The Economist 
analysis, there are Past form modals used in the non-past contexts, chosen to express different degrees of 
probability. Huffman (1989) as cited in Govindasamy (2002), through his Probability Model, seems to have given 
clear guidelines to language users and practitioners with regards to the use of Modals. Based on the model, the Past 
form Modals actually indicate a slightly lower degree of probability than their Non-past counterparts. Therefore, 
instead of differentiating Modals in terms of Time, perhaps it would be more relevant to view them in terms of 
Degree of Probability. These Modals must be seen as related to one another in terms of their values. They may have 
different contextual messages (certainty, necessity, etc) but they share the same invariant meaning (Degree of 
Probability) and thus, forming a Probability System. Similarly and based on the analysis, the past form Modals share 
one invariant meaning that is Reduced Probability.  
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